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Abstract

We introduce PRM (Probabilistic Resilient Multicast): a multicast data recovery scheme that improves data de-

livery ratios while maintaining low end-to-end latencies. PRM has both a proactive and a reactive component; in this

paper we describe how PRM can be used to improve the performance of application-layer multicast protocols, espe-

cially when there are high packet losses and host failures. Further, using analytic techniques, we show that PRM can

guarantee arbitrarily high data delivery ratios and low latency bounds.

As a detailed case study, we show how PRM can be applied to the NICE application-layer multicast protocol. We

present detailed simulations of the PRM-enhanced NICE protocol for 10,000 node Internet-like topologies. Simulations

show that PRM achieves a high delivery ratio ( � 97%) with a low latency bound (600 ms) for environments with high

end-to-end network losses (1-5%) and high topology change rates (5 changes per second) while incurring very low

overheads ( � 5%).

I. INTRODUCTION

We present a fast multicast data recovery scheme that achieves high delivery ratios with low overheads. Our tech-

nique, called Probabilistic Resilient Multicast (PRM), is especially useful for applications that can benefit from low

data losses without requiring perfect reliability. Examples of such applications are real-time audio and video streaming

applications where the playback quality at the receivers improve if the delivery ratios can be increased within spe-

cific latency bounds. Using terminology defined in prior literature [20] we call this model of data delivery resilient

multicast.

In this paper we describe PRM in the context of overlay-based multicast. The basic idea of multicast using overlays

(also known as application-layer multicast) [6], [8], [2], [24], [5], [19], [11] is shown in Figure 1. Unlike native

multicast where data packets are replicated at routers inside the network, in application-layer multicast data packets

are replicated at end hosts. Logically, the end-hosts form an overlay network, and the goal of application-layer multicast

is to construct and maintain an efficient overlay for data transmission. The eventual data delivery path in application-

layer multicast is an overlay tree. While network-layer multicast makes the most efficient use of network resources, its

limited deployment in the Internet makes application-layer multicast a more viable choice for group communication

over the wide-area Internet.

A key challenge in constructing a resilient application-layer multicast protocol is to provide fast data recovery when

overlay node failures partition the data delivery paths. Overlay nodes are processes on regular end-hosts which are

potentially more susceptible to failures than the routers. Each such failure of a non-leaf overlay node causes data

outage for nodes downstream until the time the data delivery tree is reconstructed. Losses due to overlay node failures
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Fig. 1. Network-layer and application layer multicast. Square nodes are routers, and circular nodes are end-hosts. The solid lines are the

physical links and dotted lines represent peers on the overlay. The arrows indicate the data delivery path for the two cases.

are more significant than regular packet losses in the network and may cause data outage in the order of tens of seconds

(e.g. the Narada application-layer multicast protocol [6] sets default timeouts between 30-60 seconds).

A. Our Approach

PRM uses two simple techniques:

� A proactive component called Randomized forwarding in which each overlay node chooses a constant number of

other overlay nodes uniformly at random and forwards data to each of them with a low probability (e.g. 0.01-

0.03). This randomized forwarding technique operates in conjunction with the usual data forwarding mechanisms

along the tree edges, and may lead to a small number of duplicate packet deliveries. Such duplicates are detected

and suppressed using sequence numbers. The randomized component incurs very low additional overheads and

can guarantee high delivery ratios even under high rates of overlay node failures.
� A reactive mechanism called Triggered NAKs to handle data losses due to link errors and network congestion.

Through analysis and detailed simulations we show that these relatively simple techniques provide high resilience

guarantees, both in theory and practice. PRM can be used to significantly augment the data delivery ratios of any

application-layer multicast protocol (e.g. Narada [6], Yoid [8], NICE [2], HMTP [24], Scribe [5], CAN-multicast [19],

Delaunay Triangulation-based [11]) while maintaining low latency bounds.

B. Contributions

The contributions of this paper are three-fold:

� We propose a simple, low-overhead scheme for resilient multicast. To the best of our knowledge, this work is

the first proposed resilient multicast scheme that can be used to augment the performance of application-layer

multicast protocols.
� We present rigorous analysis to show that a simple randomized approach is sufficient to achieve high data delivery

rates within low latency bounds.
� We demonstrate how our proposed scheme can be used with an existing application-layer multicast protocol

(NICE [2]) to provide a low overhead, low latency and high delivery ratio multicast technique for realistic appli-

cations and scenarios.
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Fig. 2. The basic idea of the PRM scheme. The circles represent the overlay nodes. The crosses

indicate link and node failures. The arrows indicate the direction of data flow. The curved edges

indicate the chosen cross overlay links for randomized forwarding of data.
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C. Roadmap

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we present the details of the PRM scheme and

analyze its performance in Section III. In Section IV we present detailed simulation studies of the the PRM-enhanced

NICE protocol. In Section V we describe related work and conclude in Section VI.

II. PROBABILISTIC RESILIENT MULTICAST (PRM)

The PRM scheme employs two mechanisms to provide resilience. We describe each of them in turn.

A. Randomized forwarding

In randomized forwarding, each overlay node, with a small probability, proactively sends a few extra transmissions

along randomly chosen overlay edges. Such a construction interconnects the data delivery tree with some cross edges

and is responsible for fast data recovery in PRM under high failure rates of overlay nodes. Existing approaches for

resilient and reliable multicast use either reactive retransmissions (e.g. RMTP [18], STORM [20] Lorax [13]) or

proactive error correction codes (e.g. Digital Fountain [3]) and can only recover from packet losses on the overlay

links. Therefore the proactive randomized forwarding is a key difference between our approach and other well-known

existing approaches.

We explain the specific details of proactive randomized forwarding using the example shown in Figure 2. In the

original data delivery tree (Panel 0), each overlay node forwards data to its children along its tree edges. However, due

to network losses on overlay links (e.g. ���	��
� and ��������� ) or failure of overlay nodes (e.g. � , � and � ) a subset of

existing overlay nodes do not receive the packet (e.g. 
�������������������� and � ). We remedy this as follows. When any

overlay node receives the first copy of a data packet, it forwards the data along all other tree edges (Panel 1). It also

chooses a small number (  ) of other overlay nodes and forwards data to each of them with a small probability, ! . For

example node " chooses to forward data to two other nodes using cross edges � and � . Note that as a consequence

of these additional edges some nodes may receive multiple copies of the same packet (e.g. node # in Panel 1 receives

the data along the tree edge �����$#%� and cross edge ��&'�$#%� ). Therefore each overlay node needs to detect and suppress

such duplicate packets. Each overlay node maintains a small duplicate suppression cache, which temporarily stores the
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set of data packets received over a small time window. Data packets that miss the latency deadline are dropped. Hence

the size of the cache is limited by the latency deadline desired by the application. In practice, the duplicate suppression

cache can be implemented using the playback buffer already maintained by streaming media applications. It is easy to

see that each node on average sends or receives upto (*)+!, copies of the same packet. The overhead of this scheme

is !- , where we choose ! to be a small value (e.g. 0.01) and  to be between ( and . . In our analysis we show that if

the destinations of these cross edges are chosen uniformly at random, it is possible to guarantee successful reception

of packets at each overlay node with a high probability.

Each overlay node periodically discovers a set of random other nodes on the overlay and evaluates the number of

losses that it shares with these random nodes. In an overlay construction protocol like Narada [6], each node maintains

state information about all other nodes. Therefore, no additional discovery of nodes is necessary in this case. For

some other protocols like Yoid [8] and NICE [2] overlay nodes maintain information of only a small subset of other

nodes in the topology. Therefore we implement a node discovery mechanism, using a random-walk on the overlay

tree. A similar technique has been used in Yoid [8] to discover random overlay group members. The discovering

node transmits a Discover message with a time-to-live (TTL) field to its parent on the tree. The message is randomly

forwarded from neighbor to neighbor, without re-tracing its path along the tree and the TTL field is decremented at

each hop. The node at which the TTL reaches zero is chosen as the random node. Why is Randomized Forwarding

effective? It is interesting to observe why such a simple, low-overhead randomized forwarding technique is able to

increase packet delivery ratios with a high probability, especially when many overlay nodes fail. Consider the example

shown in Figure 3, where a large fraction of the nodes have failed in the shaded region. In particular, the root of the

sub-tree, node � , has also failed. So if no forwarding is performed along cross edges, the entire shaded sub-tree is

partitioned from the data delivery tree. No overlay node in this entire sub-tree would get data packets till the partition

is repaired. However using randomized forwarding along cross edges a number of nodes from the unshaded region

will have random edges into the shaded region as shown ( �/�0�213���4��56��78� and ��&'��9%� ). The overlay nodes that receive

data along such randomly chosen cross edges will subsequently forward data along regular tree edges and any chosen

random edges. Since the cross edges are chosen uniformly at random, a large subtree will have a higher probability of

cross edges being incident on it. Thus as the size of a partition increases, so does its chance of repair using cross edges.

B. Triggered NAKs

This is the reactive component of PRM. We assume that the application source identifies each data unit using

monotonically increasing sequence numbers. An overlay node can detect missing data using gaps in the sequence

numbers. This information is used to trigger NAK-based retransmissions. This technique has been applied for loss

repair in RMTP [18].

In our implementation each overlay node, : , piggybacks a bit-mask with each forwarded data packet indicating

which of the prior sequence numbers it has correctly received. The recipient of the data packet, ; , detects missing

packets using the gaps in the received sequence and sends NAKs to : to request the appropriate retransmissions. Note

that : can either be a parent of ; in the data delivery tree, or a random node forwarding along a cross edge. We illustrate

the use of triggered NAKs in Figures 4 and 5.
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Fig. 5. Triggered NAKs to source of random forwarding for data

with sequence number 31. The value of < for Ephemeral Guaranteed

Forwarding is set to 3.

C. Extensions: Loss correlation and Ephemeral Guaranteed Forwarding

We describe two extensions to the PRM scheme that further improve the resilience of the data delivery.

Loss Correlation: This is a technique that can be used to improve the randomized forwarding component of

PRM. As described in Section II-A each overlay node chooses a small number of cross edges completely at random

for probabilistic data forwarding on the overlay. In practice, it is possible to increase the utility of these cross edges

by choosing them more carefully. In particular if = is the root (and source) of the overlay tree, we want to choose a

cross edge between two overlay nodes : and ; , if and only if the correlation between the packets lost on the overlay

paths �/=6>?A@ :B� and �/=6>?C@ ;D� is low. Clearly if these two overlay paths share no underlying physical links, then

we expect the losses experienced by : and ; to be uncorrelated. However, such a condition is difficult to guarantee

for any overlay protocol. Therefore under the loss correlation extension, we let each node : to choose a random edge

destination, ; , with which has the minimum number of common losses over a limited time window.

Ephemeral Guaranteed Forwarding: This is an extension to the triggered NAK component and is also useful in

increasing the data delivery ratio. Consider the case when node : receives a data packet with sequence number E along

a random edge from node ; . If on receiving the data packet with sequence number E , : detects a large gap (greater

than a threshold F ) in the sequence number space it is likely that the parent of : has failed. In this case, : can request

; to increase the random forwarding probability, ! , for the edge �G;H�2:I� to one for a short duration of time. To do this

: sends a EGF Request message to ; . Note that the EGF state is soft and expires within a time period #KJ,LIM . This

is shown with an example in Figure 5. Node 7 receives data with sequence number 31 along a random edge from

& . 7 immediately requests retransmissions for data with sequence numbers 28 and 27. Since FONP. , 7 also sends

the EGF Request message to & . If the tree path of : is repaired before the EGF period expires, : can also send a

EGF Cancel message to ; to terminate this state.

The EGF mechanism is useful for providing uninterrupted data service when the overlay construction protocol is

detecting and repairing a partition in the data delivery tree. In fact, putting such a mechanism in place allows the

overlay nodes to use larger timeouts to detect failure of overlay peers. This, in turn, reduces the control overheads

of the application-layer multicast protocol. In practice, the EGF mechanism can sometimes be overly aggressive and
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cause false positives leading to a higher amount of data duplication on the data delivery tree. Thus, the improvement

in performance is at the cost of additional state, complexity and packet overhead at nodes. Depending on the reliability

requirements, applications may choose to enable or disable EGF.

III. EVALUATION OF PRM

A key component of the PRM scheme is the randomized forwarding technique which achieves high delivery ratios

inspite of a large number of overlay node failures. In this section we first analytically prove that even a “simplified”

randomized forwarding scheme can provide high probability delivery guarantees when only a constant number of

random edges are used by each overlay node. We also show that this simplified scheme achieves good latency bounds.

Subsequently we present simulation results of the full version of the PRM scheme. The simulation results presented in

this section describe the performance of the PRM scheme without modeling an underlying application-layer multicast

protocol. Therefore these simulations only model random failures of overlay nodes and random packet losses on

overlay links for an overlay tree. We have also implemented PRM over a specific application-layer multicast protocol,

NICE [2]. We present detailed performance studies which includes the consequent interactions between PRM and

NICE in Section IV.

A. Analysis of Simplified PRM

For the tractability of the analysis we consider a simplified version of the PRM scheme (See Figure 14, located in

the Appendix along with the detailed proofs). A parent node forwards data to all of its children along the overlay

tree edges. Each node chooses  such distinct random edges, and data is forwarded independently along each such

random edge with probability ! . However, data packets received along random edges can be subsequently forwarded

only along other random edges. For example, in Figure 14, node � receives data along the random edge ��5����Q� . It

is allowed to forward this data packet along another random edge (e.g. ���6���R� , but not to its parent 
 (or children, if

it had any). We analyze two different versions of this simplified scheme: (i) the random edges are restricted between

nodes on the same level of the tree, and (ii) the random edges can go to arbitrary other nodes. These simplified versions

impose stricter data-forwarding rules on the data delivery tree than the complete version described in Section II; thus,

the analytic bounds for the probability of successful data-delivery that we obtain for these schemes serve as lower

bounds for our actual proposed scheme. The additional data overhead of the PRM scheme is given by  S! , which is

a constant independent of the size of the overlay. We now show that even with such a constant data overhead, the

simplified PRM scheme scales well; that is, even as the number of nodes in the overlay ( T ) increases, the guaranteed

bounds on reliability and latency hold with arbitrarily high probability.

Background and Main Results: The overlay data delivery path is a rooted tree with the source node U as the root,

at level V . U does not fail. Every other overlay node does not fail with some probability and each overlay link has a

packet loss probability; all these failure events are independent. The total number of nodes is T .

We will make the following assumptions about the overlay tree and the failure probabilities.

(A1) The tree has some depth W ; for XYNZV[�\(]�_^_^_^S��W`?a( , all nodes at level X have some 
cb children. We will later

take 
ed to be a sufficiently large constant (which depends on the success probability we need). The only
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other requirement is that 
ebgfah for Xifj( .
(A2) Call a node “good” if it did not fail, and if it received the data from its parent (i.e., without a link loss). Then,

for any node k , let lBm be the expected number of good children of k , conditional on k being good. There are

constants npoqV and r6oZ( such that for any node k at any level XYsqW�?q( , l,m8f+
`b/npftr .

(A3) Let �ub be the number of overlay nodes in level X that are expected to survive. There is some constant vwoxV
such that for all X , �yb*fzv{]
|d}
�~-{_{_{�
`b��B~ ; in other words, some constant fraction (which is v here) of the

overlay nodes at any level X are expected to survive.

In the Appendix we discuss how some of these assumptions can be relaxed, and how the remaining are necessary.

Our two main results are as follows. Both of them show that all surviving overlay nodes get the data with high

probability, even if the overhead  S! is only some constant that is independent of T ; thus, the protocols scale with

system-size. Furthermore, the first result shows that when the random forwarding is done within the same level, we

achieve data delivery with high probability within a low latency bound. Every surviving overlay node at any level X gets

the data using ���GX�� overlay hops with high probability. Thus, every surviving overlay node receives the data within a

constant factor bound of its end-to-end latency overlay from the root.

Theorem III.1: Consider the case where the random forwarding is only done within the same level. Suppose we are

given an arbitrary constant (confidence parameter) ���x��V[�\(4� . Then, there is a constant threshold �\d that is �e�$(4�]�]�
and another constant 
 d �/�S� such that if  ]!zf0� d and 
�f�
 d �/�]� , then the following holds with probability at least

(u?w� : For every level X , at least an �$(�?p�S� –fraction of the overlay nodes in that level which survive, receive the data

from the root; also, they do so within �e�GX�� steps.

The next result deals with the case where random forwarding is done to arbitrary overlay nodes in the tree; here, the

worst-case waiting time is ���������YT�� , with high probability.

Theorem III.2: Consider the case where the random forwarding is done to arbitrary other overlay nodes in the tree.

Suppose we are given an arbitrary constant (confidence parameter) ������V[�\(4� . Then, there is a constant threshold

�$d that is �e�$(4�]�]� and another constant 
8d��/�S� such that if  ]!�f��2d and 
�f�
|d��/�]� , then the following holds with

probability at least (%?�� : At least an �$(y?��]� –fraction of the overlay nodes which survive, receive the data from the

root; also, they do so within �e�������KT�� steps.

Note that the two theorems involve (slightly) different schemes and latency bounds; their proofs are sketched in

the Appendix, and require a careful probabilistic analysis. One of the main delicate issues related to the randomized

forwarding crops up when nearly all the required overlay nodes have received the data: from this point on, much of

the random forwarding is likely to go to the nodes that have already received the data. In particular, as sketched in

the Appendix, if  ]! does not grow linearly with (4�]� , with high probability we will not reach the number of surviving

overlay nodes that we aim to. Thus, the communication overheads of our scheme are optimal. In essence, we show that

the randomized forwarding percolates through the network in two distinct epochs: the first, when the number of overlay

nodes reached yet is “not too large” – the rate of growth of this number is fast enough here; and the second, when the

rate of growth is (much) smaller as indicated a few sentences above. We are able to show that with a suitably-chosen

value of  S! and a careful analysis, the second epoch succeeds with high probability.

The linear growth of the overheads,  ]! with (4�]� holds only for the simplified, restricted version of the PRM scheme.
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Note that in the restricted version, data received along cross edges are not forwarded on any tree edge. The full version

of PRM does not have such a restriction and therefore incurs significantly lesser overheads. We examine the different

aspects of the full version of PRM next.

B. Simulations of PRM in an Idealized Environment

The above theorems show that even the simplified version of PRM can maintain good reliability properties with

high probability. Now we show that the full version of PRM is also performs quite well in practice. In these idealized

simulations, we assume that there exists some application-layer multicast protocol which constructs and maintains a

data delivery tree. When data packets are sent on this tree, a subset of the overlay nodes, chosen uniformly at random,

fail simultaneously. The failed subset is chosen independently for each data packet sent. Additionally data packets also

experience network layer losses on overlay links. We present a more realistic simulation study in Section IV where we

explore the vagaries of implementing the PRM scheme over a specific application-layer multicast protocol.

In this study, we performed simulation studies comparing three different schemes:

� BE: This is the best-effort multicast scheme and has no reliability mechanisms and therefore serves as a baseline

for comparison.
� HHR: This is a reliable multicast scheme, where each overlay link employs a hop-by-hop reliability mechanism

using negative acknowledgments (NAKs). A downstream overlay node sends NAKs to its immediate upstream

overlay node indicating packet losses. On receiving these NAKs the upstream overlay node retransmits the packet.

This scheme, therefore, hides all packet losses on the overlay links.
� FEC- ; : This is an idealized equivalent of an FEC-based reliability scheme with a stretch factor of (u)t; . The

overhead of this scheme, therefore, is ; . In this idealized scenario we assume that if : fraction of packets are

lost on the end-to-end overlay path, a receiver recovers �e�����2(]�2: �$(K)p;D�2� fraction of the packets. In practice the

delivery ratio of an FEC-based scheme depends on the size of the encoding. However, for low overhead ranges

the above approximation provides a reasonable upper-bound. We perform more detailed comparisons of PRM

with FEC-based schemes in Section IV.
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� PRM-  ¡�2! : This is the PRM scheme.  indicates the number of random nodes chosen by each node, and ! is the

forwarding probability for each of these random edges. This scheme as defined in Section II employs the hop-

by-hop reliability of overlay links using the triggered NAK technique. PRM incurs  ]! additional data overheads

above the best-effort scheme.

We compare the worst-case data delivery ratio achieved by the different schemes for varying instantaneous node

failure rates and the additional overheads incurred. The data delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of

data packets successfully received by the node to the number of data packets sent by the source. Since these are not

packet-level simulations, we defer the results of delivery latency to the next section.

a) Resilience against node failures: In Figure 6 we plot the worst case delivery ratio of the different schemes

as the number of simultaneous node failures on the overlay tree of size 22,000 is varied. The loss probability on each

overlay link was 5% for this experiment. We can observe that the delivery ratio of the PRM scheme degrades gracefully

with increase in the number of simultaneous node failures in the overlay tree. For a very high failure rate scenario when

5% of the overlay nodes simultaneously fail (i.e. 1100 nodes) for each packet sent, PRM-3,0.02 incurs 6% additional

data overheads and achieves about 90% successful data delivery to nodes, while the HHR scheme achieves about 70%

successful delivery. The best-effort scheme with no reliability mechanism performs poorly. Note that the FEC-based

scheme does not provide any significant benefits when the stretch factor of the code is low.

b) Additional Data Overheads: In Figure 7 we show how the data delivery ratio of the PRM scheme depends on

the additional data overheads incurred. In this experiment we simulated the situation when the link loss probability was

0.05 and 2% of the overlay nodes (i.e. 440 overlay nodes) fail simultaneously for each data packet sent. While usual

multicast groups typically will not see such a large number of simultaneous failures, a goal of this experimentation is

to understand the resilience that can be achieved by the PRM scheme despite its low overheads. For this experiment we

varied the ! parameter of PRM to control the additional overheads of the scheme. Even will less than 1% overheads

the PRM scheme is able to achieve a delivery ratio greater than 95%. FEC- V[^¢V�£ achieves very little improvement over

the best-effort scheme since its performance is marginal when only low data overheads are permissible. By introducing

significantly higher overheads the data delivery ratio of the FEC scheme can be improved.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The PRM scheme can be applied to any overlay-based multicast data delivery protocol. In our detailed simulation

study we implemented PRM over the NICE application-layer multicast protocol [2]. We used NICE because of three

reasons: (1) the authors in [2] show that the NICE application-layer multicast protocol achieves good delivery ratios for

a best-effort scheme; (2) NICE is a scalable protocol and therefore we could perform detailed packet-level simulations

for large overlay topologies; (3) the source-code for NICE is publicly available.

We have studied the performance of the PRM-enhanced NICE protocol using detailed simulations. In our simula-

tions we have compared the performance of the following schemes:

� BE: This is the original best-effort multicast version of NICE as reported in [2] and with no additional reliability

mechanisms.
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� HHR: In this scheme the basic NICE protocol is enhanced to provide hop-by-hop reliability on each overlay link

using NAKs.
� FEC-( WA�2 ): This is another enhanced version of the NICE protocol in which the source uses a forward error

correction mechanism to recover from packet losses. In this scheme, the source takes a set of W data packets and

encodes them into a set of W�)+ packets and sends this encoded data stream to the multicast group. A receiving

member can recover the W data packets if it receives any W of the  `)¤W encoded packets 1. Additional data

overheads of this scheme are  ¥�SW .
� PRM-(  S�2! ): This is our proposed PRM enhancements implemented on the basic NICE application-layer multicast

protocol, where  is the number of random edges chosen by each overlay node and ! is the forwarding probability

on each of these edges. The additional data overheads of this scheme is  ]! . For all these experiments we

implemented the loss correlation extensions to PRM. We enable EGF for only one specific experiment (described

later) due to its higher overheads. Our results will show that EGF is useful for very dynamic scenarios, at the cost

of higher data overheads.

Choosing FEC parameters: Since the FEC-based schemes need to send W�)t packets instead of W packets we

use a higher data rate at the source (i.e. a data rate of ��W	)a ¥�2�SW times the data rate used by the other schemes). The

resilience of an FEC-based scheme can be increased by increasing the overheads parameter,  . The performance of the

FEC-based schemes can, in fact, be improved significantly by allowing the source to cyclically send the encoded data

packets multiple times. However, this would increase the data overheads. For example, if the source cycles through the

encoded data T times, the additional overheads would be �GTB ¦)��GTi?�(4��W[�2�SW . Also for the same amount of additional data

overheads, resilience against network losses of the FEC-based schemes improve if we choose higher values of W and

 . For example, FEC-(128,128) has better data recovery performance than FEC-(16,16) even though both have 100%

overhead. This improved reliability comes at the cost of increased delivery latencies. Therefore, the maximum value

of W and  depends on the latency deadline. We have experimented with a range of such choices upto the maximum

possible value that will allow correct reception at receivers within the latency deadline. However, we observed that

in presence of failures of overlay nodes increasing W and  does not always improve the resilience properties. This

is because choosing higher values of W and  leads to increased latencies in data recovery. However when the group

change rate is high the data delivery paths break before the FEC-based recovery can complete, therefore the achieved

data delivery ratio is low.

A. Simulation Scenarios

In all these experiments we model the scenario of a source node multicasting streaming media to a group. The

source sends CBR traffic at the rate of 16 packets per second. For all these experiments we chose a latency deadline of

upto 8 seconds. As a consequence the size of the the packet buffer for NAK-based retransmissions is 128. The packet

buffer will be larger for longer deadlines.§
The Digital Fountain technique [3], uses Tornado codes that require the receiver to correctly receive ¨�©Iª8«¬G® packets to recover the ® data

packets, where « is a small constant.
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We performed detailed experiments with a wide-range of parameters to study different aspects of the PRM scheme.

The network topologies were generated using the Transit-Stub graph model, using the GT-ITM topology generator [4].

All topologies in these simulations had (_V[��V�V�V routers with an average node degree between . and ¯ . End-hosts were

attached to a set of routers, chosen uniformly at random, from among the stub-domain nodes. The number of such hosts

in the multicast group were varied between ° and ¯�V�±�£ for different experiments. Each physical link on the topology

was modeled to have losses. Inter-domain links had 0.5-0.6% loss rates, while intra-domain links was about 0.1% loss

rates. We also model bursty losses as follows: if a packet is lost on a physical link we increase the loss probability

for subsequent packets received within a short time window. The average propagation and queueing latency on each

physical link was between 2-10 ms. In all our experiments we use a HeartBeat period of 5 seconds for NICE and its

extensions as was described by the authors in [2].

We have simulated a wide-range of topologies, group sizes, member join-leave patterns, and protocol parameters.

In the experiments, all departures of end-hosts from the multicast group were modeled as “ungraceful leaves.” This is

equivalent to a host failure, where the departing member is unable to send a Leave message to the group.

In the experiments reported in these section, we first let a set of end-hosts join the multicast group and stabilize

into an appropriate multicast data delivery tree. Subsequently a traffic source end-host starts sending data group and

end-hosts continuously join and leave the multicast group. The join and the leave rate for members are chosen to be

equal so that the average size of the group remained nearly constant. The instants of group membership changes were

drawn from an exponential distribution with a pre-defined mean, which varied between experiments. We studied the

various data delivery properties of our proposed scheme over this dynamically changing phase of the experiment.

B. Simulation Results

We have studied the three metrics of interest: data delivery ratio, delivery latency and data overheads. The data

overheads in PRM are because of duplication due to randomized forwarding, and due to redundant encoding in FEC-

based schemes. We also examine the additional control overheads due to NAKs, random member discovery etc.

Delivery Ratio: In Figure 8 we show the delivery ratio of the different schemes as the frequency of changes to

group membership is varied. The average size of the group was 512. The average loss rate for physical links for this

experiment was 0.5%, which corresponds to between 2-5% end-to-end losses on each overlay link.

We plot the data delivery ratios as the group change rate is varied between 0 and 10 changes per second. Note that

even 5 changes per second implies that 512 (which is also the size of the group) membership changes happen in less

than two minutes! While such a high change rate is drastic, it is not improbable for very large distribution groups in

the Internet. The PRM scheme is able to recover from a vast majority of these losses through the use of randomized

forwarding mechanism. The delivery ratio for PRM-(3,0.01) is o�±�²�³ for a group membership change rate of 5 per

second and oZ°]V¥³ for a group membership change rate of 10 per second. Additionally PRM incurs a very low (3%)

additional data overhead.

The data delivery ratio for the best-effort protocol falls significantly (to about 0.35 for change rate of 10 group

changes per second) with increase in the change rate to the overlay. In [2], the authors had shown that the NICE

application-layer multicast protocol achieves good delivery ratios for a best-effort scheme, and is comparable to other
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution of the maximum time gap over

which an overlay node lost all data packets.

best-effort application-layer multicast protocols, e.g. Narada [6]. Therefore, we believe that PRM-enhancements can

significantly augment the data delivery ratios of all such protocols. An FEC-based scheme is typically able to recover

from all network losses. However changes in the overlay data delivery path significantly impacts the performance of

an FEC-based scheme. Note that the performance of the FEC-based scheme degrades with increasing frequency of

group changes and even falls below the simple best-effort scheme for high group change rates.

In Figure 9 we compare the delivery ratio of the different schemes as the average packet loss rate on the physical

links of the topology are varied. In this experiment, changes to the overlay topology (including both joins and leaves)

occur with a mean of one change per second. In contrast to the other schemes, which suffer between 20% to 55%

losses, the PRM-(3,0.01) scheme achieves near perfect data delivery under all data loss rates.

In Figure 10 we show how the delivery ratio achieved by the PRM scheme evolves over time in comparison to the

best-effort protocol. In this experiment, the group change rate was one per second, i.e. the entire group can potentially

change in less than 10 minutes. In the best-effort protocol, every data packet was not received by 20-40% of the group

members. In contrast, the losses experienced in the PRM scheme was minimal. For the same experiment, we plot the
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cumulative distribution of the maximum data outage period of the overlay nodes in Figure 11. Most overlay nodes had

no significant data outage period in PRM and more than 98% of the overlay nodes had a maximum outage period less

than 5 seconds. This is a significant improvement over the best-effort protocol where more than 20% of the overlay

nodes experience a maximum data outage of more than 30 seconds.

Delivery Latency: In Figure 12 we show the distribution of latency experienced by the data packets at the different

overlay nodes. In this experiment, the average group membership change rate was 0.1 per second and the average loss

probability at the physical links was 0.5%. Note that the latency of data packets is the lowest for the best-effort NICE

protocol. This is because the best-effort scheme incurs no additional delay due to timeout-based retransmissions or

delivery using alternate longer overlay paths. FEC-(16,16) incurs a slightly higher latency. This is because, to recover

a lost data packet in the FEC-based scheme has to wait for additional (encoded) packets to arrive. FEC-(128,128)

incurs 100% additional data overheads and achieves a higher delivery ratio at the cost of a corresponding higher data

latency. The data packets incur the highest latency for the HHR scheme, since it is a purely reactive scheme where

the re-transmissions are based on timeouts. The PRM scheme is a combination of proactive and reactive schemes and

therefore incurs significantly lower latency that the HHR scheme. However data packets delivered using PRM still

incur higher latency than the simple best-effort delivery. This is because many of the data packets that are lost on the

shortest best-effort path are successfully delivered either using Triggered NAK-based retransmissions or randomized

forwarding using a longer overlay path. More than 90% of the overlay nodes receive data packets within 500 ms,

which is 2.5 times the worst case overlay latency on the topology.

In Figure 13 we show the effect of imposing a deadline for packet delivery. The deadline specifies a time upper

bound within which a packet must reach an overlay node to be be useful to the application. For a deadline of :
seconds, we allow different overlay nodes to have slightly different additional slacks in the time upper bound within

which packets must be delivered. This slack is to account for the minimum latency that data packets encounter on

the shortest path from the source to that overlay node. The maximum slack for any overlay node was less than 200

ms. The best-effort NICE protocol makes a single attempt for packet delivery and therefore achieves almost identical

delivery ratio for all deadlines. The performance of the HHR scheme increases gradually with increase in the deadline
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Scheme, Changes/sec, Delivery Ratio

Deadline (sec) 80% 85% 90% 95% 99%

FEC, 0.1, 0.5 88-100 - - - -

FEC, 0.1, 2.0 62-75 - - - -

FEC, 0.1, 8.0 50-62 75-87 - - -

FEC, 0.1, 64.0 37-50 50-62 75-87 87-100 -

PRM, 1, 0.2 9-12 18-21 21-24 30-60 -

PRM, 1, 0.5 0-1 1-3 3-6 9-15 30-60

PRM, 1, 2.0 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1 3-9

PRM, 1, 8.0 0-1 0-1 0-1 0-1 1-3

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF ADDITIONAL DATA OVERHEADS (IN %) REQUIRED

FOR PRM AND FEC-BASED SCHEMES TO MEET DIFFERENT DELIVERY

RATIOS FOR SPECIFIC GROUP CHANGE RATES AND LATENCY BOUNDS.

WE DO NOT REPORT RESULTS FOR THE CASES WHEN THE OVERHEADS

EXCEED 100% (MARKED BY -).

Group Control Overheads (pkts/sec) Delivery ratio

Size BE PRM BE PRM

128 2.9 4.0 0.68 0.99

256 3.3 4.4 0.58 0.99

512 3.4 4.7 0.60 0.99+

1024 4.1 5.5 0.51 0.98

2048 5.8 7.4 0.41 0.97

4096 10.1 13.5 0.40 0.97

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF BEST-EFFORT AND PRM-ENHANCED

NICE PROTOCOLS WITH VARYING GROUP SIZES FOR

GROUP CHANGE RATE OF 0.2% PER SECOND.

due to its dependence on timeouts. In contrast, for short deadlines, the PRM scheme achieves rapid improvements due

to its proactive component and further gradual improvements for longer deadlines due to its reactive component. For

the FEC-based scheme we used WN´ and chose the value of W based on the deadline imposed. It achieved between

80-87% delivery ratios in these experiments.

Additional Data Overheads: In Table I, we compare the overheads of PRM and FEC-based schemes to achieve

different delivery ratios. The table shows the additional data overheads for both schemes under different parameters

(e.g. latency bounds, group change rate, etc.). The FEC-based schemes perform poorly when the frequency of changes

on the overlay is high. Hence, we used an order of magnitude lower group change rates (0.1 changes/sec) for the

FEC-based schemes than what we used for PRM (1 change/sec).

The table shows that PRM incurs very low additional data overheads to achieve relatively high delivery ratios within

low latency bounds. For example for a group change rate of one per second and data latency bound of 0.5 seconds,

the PRM scheme incurs 3-6% additional data overheads to achieve data delivery ratio of 90%. In fact for most of the

scenarios shown in the table, PRM requires overheads less than 10% to meet the desired deadline and delivery ratios.

PRM requires higher overheads for only the very stringent deadline of 200 ms and to achieve 99% delivery ratio for a

500 ms deadline. As is evident from the table, FEC-based schemes require far higher overheads even for much lower

group change rates (0.1 per second).

Scalability: In Table II we show the effect of multicast group size on control overheads and delivery ratio. In

the original best-effort NICE application-layer multicast, the control overheads at different overlay nodes increase

logarithmically with increase in group size. The control overheads for the PRM-enhanced NICE is higher due to the

additional messages, which include random node Discover messages, NAKs, etc. However this overhead, less than 3.5

extra control packets per second, at any overlay node is negligible in comparison to data rates that will be used by the
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applications (e.g. media streaming). We also observe that the data delivery ratio of the PRM-enhanced NICE protocol

remains fairly constant across various group sizes.

Loss Correlation and Ephemeral Guaranteed Forwarding (EGF): Due to space constraints, we briefly describe

other experiments to demonstrate the benefits of the two proposed extensions to the basic PRM scheme. We simulated

some specific pathological network conditions that led to highly correlated losses between large groups of members;

here use of the loss correlation technique improved data delivery rates by upto 12%.

EGF is beneficial under high frequency of group changes. For the 10 group changes per second experiment with 512

overlay nodes, EGF can improve the data delivery ratio from about 80% (see Figure 8) to 93%. Note that under these

circumstances 512 changes (i.e. same as the size of the group) to the group happen in less than a minute. However, it

also increases duplicate packets on the topology by nearly 10%.

V. RELATED WORK

A large number of research proposals have addressed reliable delivery for multicast data, most notably in the context

of network-layer multicast. A comparative survey of these protocols is given in [12] and [22]. In SRM [7] receivers

send NAKs to the source to indicate missing data packets. Each such NAK is multicast to the entire group and is used

to suppress NAKs from other receivers that did not get the same packet. In this approach, however, a few receivers

behind a lossy link can incur a high NAK overhead on the entire multicast group.

Tree-based protocols provide another alternative solution for reliable and resilient multicast. In this approach the

receivers are organized into an acknowledgment tree structure with the source as the root. This structure is scalable

because the acknowledgments are aggregated along the tree in a bottom-up fashion and also allows local recovery and

repair of data losses. Protocols like RMTP [18], TMTP [23], STORM [20], LVMR [14] and Lorax [13] construct

this structure using TTL-scoped network-layer multicast as a primitive. In contrast, LMS [17] uses an additional

mechanism, called directed subcast, to construct its data recovery structure. Our work differs from of all these above

approaches in two key aspects. First, unlike all these protocols that employ network-layer multicast service for data

distribution our scheme is based upon an application-layer multicast delivery service. To the best of our knowledge the

PRM scheme is the first application-layer multicast based scheme that addresses resilience. Second, all the network-

layer multicast based schemes described employ completely reactive mechanisms for providing data reliability and

therefore incurs moderate or high delivery latencies. As we show in this paper, proactive mechanisms, e.g. randomized

forwarding, can be used to significantly improve resilience for applications that require low latency data delivery.

PRM is not the only proactive approach to provide improved reliability performance for multicast data. There exists

some well-known forward error correcting code based approaches that are also proactive in nature. For example,

Huitema [10] had proposed the use of packet level FECs for reliable multicast. Nonnenmacher et. al. [16] studied

and demonstrated that additional benefits can be achieved when an FEC-based technique is combined with automatic

retransmission requests. APES uses a related approach for data recovery [21]. Digital Fountain [3] and RPB/RBS [15]

are two other efficient FEC-based approaches that provide significantly improved performance. All these FEC based

approaches can recover from network losses. However, they alone are not sufficient for resilient multicast data delivery

when overlays are used. Overlay nodes are processes on regular end-hosts and are more prone to failures than network
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Scheme Data delivery Recovery mechanism Overheads Recovery latency

SRM [7] Network multicast Reactive NAKs High (for high High

with global scope network losses)

STORM [20], Lorax [13] Network multicast Reactive NAKs Low Moderate

on ack tree

LMS [17] Network multicast Reactive NAKs Low Moderate

and directed subcast on ack-tree

RMTP [18] Network multicast Reactive/periodic Low Moderate

LVMR [14] ACKs with local scope

TMTP [23] Network multicast Reactive NAKs and Low Moderate

periodic ACKs with local scope

Parity-based [16] Network multicast Reactive NAKs and Moderate Moderate

(APES [21]) (and directed subcast) FEC-based repairs

FEC-based Network multicast Proactive FECs High Low

[10], [16], [3], [15] or App-layer multicast 2

PRM App-layer multicast Proactive randomized forwarding Low Low

and reactive NAKs

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RELIABILITY/RESILIENCE MECHANISMS FOR MULTICAST DATA.

routers. FEC-based approaches are not sufficient to recover from losses due to temporary losses on the data path,

especially when low-latency delivery is required. The PRM scheme differs from all these other schemes by providing

a proactive component that allows the receivers to recover from losses due to overlay node failures. In Table III we

summarize the characteristics of all these schemes including PRM.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown how relatively simple mechanisms can be used to provide highly resilient data delivery

over application-level multicast distribution trees. We have identified randomized forwarding as a key mechanism to

mask data delivery failures due to failed overlay nodes, and have shown how even a very low overhead randomized

forwarding is sufficient for handling rapid and massive changes to the distribution group. Our results are especially

interesting since previously studied error-recovery techniques, such as FEC, alone do not provide adequate data recov-µ
Although FEC-based schemes can be implemented over application-layer multicast, as this paper shows, it alone is not sufficient to achieve

high delivery ratios even under moderate frequency of membership changes on the overlay.
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ery especially when overlay node failure rates are high. We have analytically shown why a randomized forwarding

approach is able to achieve high data delivery ratios with low latencies.

Since PRM achieves very high data delivery ratios, we believe that it can easily be extended to provide perfect

reliability as well. Even a naive extension in which each group member unicasts NAKs back to the source is likely to

be sufficient. This is an area for future work.

Our detailed packet-level simulations show that the mechanisms described in this paper are immediately useful in

realistic scenarios involving streaming media applications. The low bandwidth, storage and processing overheads of

PRM makes it attractive for both low and high bandwidth streaming applications. Further, the very high recovery ratios

—often in excess of 97% under adverse conditions— will allow PRM to be used with more efficient media encodings

(which are usually less tolerant of data loss). We believe the techniques we have described will become standard and

essential components of streaming media applications implemented over application-layer overlays.
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Appendix: Proofs of Theorems III.1 and III.2

We first define the following notation.

��º b¼» The set of nodes that belong to level X .
�p½ b¼» The set of nodes in level X that have not failed. Let �Rb denote the expected size of ½ b .
�q¾ b6» The set of nodes in level X of the tree to which the data transmitted by their parents on the tree reach

successfully. For example, in Figure 14, parent node, � , is able to successfully send data to its children � and " .

Therefore, ¾ b-N�¿S�y��"e�$#RÀ . Note that the node �´� ¾ b has failed, but is still in this set, since the data reaches this

node successfully from the parent. Similarly, in the figure ¾ b�Á�~yNP¿45���&�����À . Also, let 1eb denote the expected

size of ¾ b .
��Â b�» The subset of ¾ b which consists of nodes that have not failed. Since the node � has failed, in Figure 14,
Â bBN¤¿4"��$#RÀ . Similarly, Â b�Á�~KN¤¿456��&`À . Let 7Cb denote "�Ã�Ä Â bÅÄ Æ .

� lIm : For any node k at some level X , let l-m be the expected number of children of k that lie in Â b�Á�~ , conditional on

k lying in Â b . Let ÇÈ~_�2Ç]É]�_^_^_^¡�2Ç]Ê be the children of k . Let Ë�Ì denoting the edge �Gk��2Ç4Ì¡� , Í¼�GÎ�� denote the probability

that the node Î has not failed, and Ï��/ËS� the probability of not have a packet loss on the overlay link Ë . Then,

lIm�NZÐ ÊÌ}Ñ�~ Ï[�/Ë�Ì¡�¼{$Í �GÇ_ÌS� .
�3Ò bGÓ Ì%» is defined recursively as shown in Figure 15. Ò b�Ó d�N Â b . Ò bGÓ Ì is defined as the set of nodes in level X that do

not belong to Ò bGÓ Ô ��ÕIÖc×wE and successfully receive the data from the nodes in Ò bGÓ Ì\�B~ using a single random edge.

Therefore in Figure 15, Ò bGÓ d�N¤¿4�yd]���R~\���yÉSÀ , Ò bGÓØ~YN�¿4�uÙ]���uÚ����uÛSÀ , and so on. Clearly, if Ö�ÜNzÝ�� Ò bGÓ Ô�Þ Ò bGÓ ß Njà .
Let 5 bGÓ Ì Nz"8Ã�Ä Ò bGÓ Ì Ä Æ .

We just give the proof sketches of the Resilience theorems, due to space constraints.
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a) Node failures: We first show that the node-failures are not much more than expected. Let á�âÈã¼�G:I� denote

Ë\ä from now on. Consider any level X of the tree. Ä ½ b Ä is a sum of independent random variables (each being a V¥�È(
indicator random variable for a node at level X not failing). Recall that "�Ã�Ä ½ bÅÄ Æ¼N���b*fxv{S
|d�
�~-{_{_{Å
`bG�B~ . Thus, by

the well-known Hoeffding bound [9],

&R �Ã�Ä ½ b�ÄÈsqV[^æå¡v�{¡
|d_
�~I{_{_{}
`bG�B~�Æ¼s+á�âÈã¼�$? v ° {\
|d_
�~-{_{_{Å
`bG�B~}�is+á�â[ã��$?
v
° {4h

bG�B~ 
|d\���

since 
|bgfah for all X . Thus,

ç Xè»�&� DÃ�Ä ½ b Ä[sqV[^æå¡vc{4
 d 
 ~ {_{_{�
 bG�B~ Æ�s
éê
b�Ñ�~ á�â[ã��$?

v
° {4h

b��B~ 
 d ��ë (1)

the sum on the right-hand-side is strongly dominated by the first term, and is smaller than, say, � É �]. if 
 d is more than

some constant times �����C�$(4�]�S� .
b) Nodes receiving data from their parent: We next show that all the sets Â b are large enough, with high proba-

bility. By assumption (A2), there is a constant ì��+��V[�\(4� such that r��$(u?íì¦��o�( ; fix such an ì . Define the following

events, which state that the Â b are large enough. For (8sjXus0W , event î�b is that “ Ä Â b�ÄIf�ï bG�B~Ì�ÑId �/n�
RÌ¥�$(%?pì¦�2� ”. Now,

since "8Ã�Ä Â d¥Ä Æ�ftn,
|d by (A2), the Hoeffding bound [9] can again be used to show that ðèñ¡Ã î,~2Æ,f0(,?8á�âÈã��$?un,
|d_ì É �]h�� .
Now, we can again use (A2) and the Hoeffding bound to show:

ðèñ¡Ã î[É	Ä¡îA~$Æ�f0(�?3á�âÈã¼�$?�
|d_
�~�n É �$(�?Qì¦��ì É �]h��*fZ(�?Qá�âÈã��$?�
|d\n¼r��$(�?Qì¦��ì É �]h���^

Proceeding this way, we can show that for all X , ðèñ¡Ã îAbYÄ[�GîA~Cò�î[ÉIò8{_{_{�î¦bG�B~��Æ�fZ( ?cá�â[ã��$?	��
|d\n�ì É �]h��A{_�ór��$( ?ì¦�2� bG�B~ � .
Thus, letting î denote the complement of an event î , we can show that each of the Â b is “large” with high probability:

ðèñ4Ã ç Xè» î-b�Æ,s
é �B~ê
b�Ñ�~ á�âÈã��$?���
|d\n,ì

É �]h��g{¥�ór,�$(�?wì¦�2� bG�B~ ��^ (2)

Since r��$(�?tì¦��oô( , the sum on the right-hand-side is just dominated by the first term; in particular, we see that

ðYñ4Ã ç XY» î-b�Æ can be made smaller than, say, � É �]. if 
|d is more than some constant times �����I�$(4�]�S� .
c) Evolution of the randomized forwarding: Now that we have shown that all the Â b are large enough with high

probability, we are ready to show that the randomized forwarding reaches all the surviving nodes that did not receive

the data from their parent – and does so fast – with high probability. To do this in a way that captures the scenarios

of Theorems III.1 and III.2, we consider the following general setting. We have a (large) set õ of nodes, and a subset
öx÷ õ . Letting ø ^NùÄ õ8Ä , we also have � ^NùÄ ö ÄDNú�$(u?pû��Åø , for some constant û��q��V[�\(4� . Here, õ represents some

total set of nodes, and
ö

(the “good” nodes) represents those that have not failed. We also have some õ d ÷ � such

that Ä õYd¥Ä�f�øRü for some parameter üa�Z��V[�\(4� ; this parameter can be quite small. õ�d corresponds to the nodes that

have received the data from their parent; we now aim to see how the random forwarding initiated by the nodes in õRd ,
“expands” to cover (almost) all of

ö
.

Recall that every node that receives the data, chooses a random set of  other nodes and forwards data to each of

them independently with probability ! . Analogous to the sets Ò bGÓ Ì , we define sets õ�~ ÷tö , õKÉ ÷tö �_^_^_^ as follows: õYÊ
is the set of nodes in

ö
which do not belong to õ Ô ��ÕIÖ×a� and which successfully receive the data from some node in
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õYÊ��B~ using a single random edge. Let ýþÊ denote õKd-ÿyõ'~Aÿ8{_{_{�ÿyõèÊ ; define ø¼Ê�N�Ä õèÊ�Ä and �wÊ�N Ä ý Ê�Ä . Now, our main

goal is to show that with high probability (say, at least (u?�� É �]. ), there is a value ��N ���������C�$(4��üI� )q�����I�$(4�]�S�2� such

that �wÊRf �$(�?q�S�2� ; i.e., that in �e�������I�$(4��üH�Y)a�����H�$(4�]�]�2� steps of random forwarding, essentially all the surviving

nodes get the data. This proof is complex, and we only provide its essence here for lack of space.

The dynamics of the evolution of the øgÊ is easily seen to be:

"�Ã ø�Ê Á�~%Ä��/�wÊ�N � �gø�Ê�N � �ÆBN´� ø`�$(¼?û��A? � �D{ � (�? �
('?  ]!

øx?a(������ f0� ø`�$(¼?û��A? � �D{��$(¼?�á�âÈãè�$? �  ]!¼�¥ø��2��ë (3)

the initial condition is the deterministic one that �qd�N¤ø d . Now, by Azuma’s martingale inequality [1], we will be able

to show that if ø is large enough, then with high probability, say (�?t(4�¥ø Ù , all ø¼Ê are at least �$(�?p���
	 ��������ø��2�¥ø	�2�
times their mean; thus, we are able to treat the øYÊ as deterministic, given by (3). The evolution of the øYb can be divided

into two epochs: when �íÊ`s ø`�$(R?xû��2�]h and when �wÊ`o ø`�$(R?aû}�2�]h . In the first epoch, the øgÊ values increase

geometrically, at a rate of at least  S! �]. . Thus, in ���������C� ø��¥ø d �2�YNZ�e�������H�$(4��üH�2� steps, we get � Ê fzø`�$(¼?û��2�]h (with

high probability). However, now that ��Ê is quite large, we have a problem: many of the randomly forwarded edges

are likely to fall in �íÊ : i.e., progress (in covering yet-unreached nodes) slows down. In particular, suppose we have

almost reached our goal of covering ø|�$(y?qû}�g{D�$(%?+�S� nodes; at this point, we have ø|�$(%?�û}�K?��aÊ�� ø|�$(y?+û}�$� .
Thus, recalling (3) and the fact that the øèÊ closely track their means, we only get something like

ø�Ê Á�~}�¥ø´f0�$(�?wû}�$�u{¦�$(�?�á�â[ã,�$?' ]!�{¦� ø¼Ê �¥ø��2��^ (4)

Thus, if the value ø Êó�¥ø becomes small, the successive values øèÊ ÁHb�¥ø can get much smaller, very fast. This is where

we now take  ]! large enough. Suppose we take  S!Zf�¯è� ��h��[�/�¦�$(�?�û}�2�%Nù�e�$(4�]�]� ; let :,deNP�È�$(�?qû��2�¡¯ . It can be

shown that for all :af�: d , �$(y?+û}�$�R{��$(�?pá�âÈã��$?� S!,:I�2�	f�hS: d . Using this, we can show that with high probability,

ø¼Ê �¥ø always remains above :Id .
Next, we subdivide the second epoch into phases: there is one phase for each integer V�s�Esz���������H�$(4�]�]�2� , which

captures the time period when we have ø`�$(�?tû��'{H�$(�?xh Ì�Á�~ �]�s �wÊ8×þø`�$(�?xû}�i{H�$(�?th Ì �S� . Using the above

observation that ø Ê �¥ø�f+:Hd holds always, we can use (4) to show that with high probability, each phase will terminate

in ���$(4� steps. Thus, the second epoch will be completed within ���������H�$(4�]�]�2� steps with high probability, since there

are only �e�������H�$(4�]�]�2� phases.

We now specialize this discussion to the settings of Theorems III.1 and III.2. For the former, we take õ to be the set

of nodes at any given level X . Bound (1) allows us to take ûiN�(�?3vB�]h . From (2), we know that with high probability,

Ä Ò bGÓ d�ÄBf ï b��B~Ì�ÑId �/n,
RÌÈ�$(%?íìÈ�2� ; i.e., üQN �/nK�$(�?pì¦�2� b , in the notation of the few paragraphs above. Thus, in this case,

we will be done in �e�������H�$(4��üH�¼)+�����C�$(4�]�S�2��N¤���GX�� steps, with high probability. Similarly, Theorem III.2 follows by

taking õ to be the set of all nodes in the tree.

On the necessity of our assumptions: Our assumption in (A1) that each 
 b fjh is not strictly required: it is sufficient

if this condition holds, say, at least once every constant number of steps as we go down the tree. In (A2), a condition

such as “ rpoP( ” is necessary: if "8Ã¢l-m]Æi× ( for many nodes k , then with high probability, the data will stop at some

finite level (before reaching the leaf level). Condition (A3) is necessary for meaningful operation; indeed, in practice,

one will require v�fqV[^æ± , say. It is more involved to prove that  S!3N�R�$(4�]�]� is indeed necessary. We just mention here
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that using (4), we can show the following: there is a constant �	oxV such that if  ]!ps��\�]� , then with high probability,

we will cover at most 5��$(�?wû���{¥�$(�?wh��S� nodes, falling short of our goal.


